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SAFETY & DISCLAIMER
SOLDER ´EUPHORIA´ ONLY IF YOU ARE AN EXPERIENCED BUILDER!

IMPORTANT SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Avoid bending the PCBs, especially when handling the control board
Only use original components from reputable manufacturers
Do not exert great force on circuit boards or components during assembly
Mount your ready-built device in a suitable cabinet
Wear eye protec�on. Solder can “spit”!
Use rosin-free and lead-free solders wherever possible.
Lead can give rise to serious chronic health effects. Wear gloves if directly handling solder!
Rosin is a serious occupa�onal health hazard. Try to avoid any exposure as much as possible!
Always wash your hands with soap and water a�er soldering

WARNING
To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock or product damage:
•
•

Do not expose the unit to rain, moisture, dripping or splashing and also avoid placing objects filled with liquid on
the unit.
Do not expose the unit to direct sunlight, nor use it in ambient temperatures exceeding 40°C as this can lead to
malfunc�on.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE POWER BOARD/ADAPTER
•
•
•

Be sure to turn off the power before touching any high voltage areas. Or, make sure that the power has already
been turned off.
Do not expose the power adapter to direct sunlight, nor use it in ambient temperatures exceeding 40°C.
Connect the adapter to an easily accessible electrical outlet close to the unit.

DISCLAIMER
•
•
•
•
•
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The successful assembly, the safe power supply and the necessary calibra�on of the unit are exclusively your
responsibility.
You are solely responsible for ensuring that the finished synthesizer does not damage other devices to which you
connect it.
You are responsible for any damage to other equipment. ST MODULAR is not responsible if you injure yourself or
others or damage your property or the property of others while building or using the circuit boards provided.
No complete kits or assembled units will be available through ST MODULAR in the future.
ST MODULAR does not offer or perform repairs of any kind.
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THE BACKGROUND
"Sounds break out again and again, form
structures, mutate and create new contexts.”

“With Euphoria I wanted to design a
synthesizer that stands in stark contrast to
our hec�c present. An oasis of selfforge�ulness, a place to explore and
escape, a hap�c experience that gives
something back. It should be a semimodular analog synthesizer with a
complex oscillator, characterized by simple
and clear opera�on and uncompromising
sound. It should play quietly and
peacefully, but also be able to scream,
shake, and make all sorts of noises that
distract the player from its presence.
Externally EUPHORIA does not deny its
inspira�on by the famous Buchla Music
Easel. There are many parallels as far as
the func�on blocks are concerned. Under
the front panel, however, there are no
technical similari�es. It stands for itself!

It is meant to be an independent
instrument that wants to be explored and
learned. It should fascinate the listener
from the first waveform generated, and
not just cap�vate him with its pre�y garb.
EUPHORIA should have its own character,
a steep learning curve and enough depth
to remain interes�ng over a long period of
�me. Losing yourself in playing with this
synthesizer is meant to create those li�le
euphoric coincidences we're all looking for.
And what was especially close to my heart
is the desire to develop a synthesizer in DIY
format and to align the design accordingly.
The experience of building a synthesizer
yourself and then learning and playing it
are the real triggers for euphoria.”

Have fun!

Stefan
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additive synthesis and frequency modulation synthesis.

waveforms, through methods including subtractive synthesis,

A synthesizer is an electronic musical instrument that generates

audio signals. Synthesizers typically create sounds by generating

OVERVIEW

DOCUMENT

build guide
This chapter contains useful hints for the
successful assembly of your EUPHORIA
synthesizer.

2.
calibration
Learn how to calibrate EUPHORIA
and get the most out of it´s sonic poten�al!

3.
manual
This sec�on will guide you through all the jacks,
knobs and switches and familiarize you with the
main func�ons of the synthesizer.

�
�
FIND PATCH
TEMPLATES HERE!
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1.

Learn about normaliza�ons and hidden features
and go through different patch ideas.
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BUILD GUIDE

GETTING
READY

“YOU CAN HAVE ALL THE
TOOLS IN THE WORLD BUT
IF YOU DON'T GENUINELY
BELIEVE IN YOURSELF,
IT'S USELESS.”

Order the parts you need according to the
specifica�ons in the Excel BOM. If there are
any special features to consider, there will be
a note in the BOM.
Get comfortable at your workplace, stay
organized, and most importantly, take your
�me! Most projects that were not successfully
completed were those that were soldered in a
hurry between mee�ngs without paying
a�en�on to each step and double checking
connec�ons, parts, their placement and
alignment.
Many others recommend taking regular
breaks when soldering. However, it can be
beneficial not to interrupt the "solderingflow". So it depends on how long you can stay
focused and concentrated. Avoid distrac�ons
from media or your roommates.

MAKE YOURSELF
COMFORTABLE AND
TAKE YOUR TIME
Put your tools where they are easily accessible,
make sure you have good light, and sort the
parts of your project before you start soldering.
It's a good idea to sort them in the order they
appear.
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Place your tools where they are easily
accessible. Make sure you have good light and
sort the parts of your project before you start
soldering. It's a good idea to sort the parts in
the order they appear. Use a cell phone,
tablet, or notebook to have the parts list at
hand. Take notes and mark the parts you have
already soldered. Open the window (the real
one, not in Windows), sit back and read
through the build instruc�ons once
completely.
Remember that solder fumes, flux and any
residue can be toxic. Use a fume absorber, fan,
gloves and/or masks to prevent them from
affec�ng your health.
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CONTROL
BOARD

“ONE PCB FROM WICH
ALL OPERATIONS ARE
DIRECTED”

The control board is the largest board you have to work with when building EUPHORIA. This board is the center of the
synthesizer from which all opera�ons are controlled. It contains all the knobs, switches and jacks and holds the
individual circuit boards for each synthesizer sec�on.

TOP SIDE
All sockets, switches, poten�ometers and the four 10 mm spacers have to be placed here.

BOTTOM SIDE
The female headers and 11 mm spacers are mounted here. The individual synthesizer boards are also placed on this
side.
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CONTROL
BOARD
Ok, let´s start soldering! First solder
the FEMALE HEADERS on the
bo�om side of the control board:

The silkscreen indicates where each
header should be placed.
It is helpful to place a couple of
adjacent headers on the board and
hold them against the board using a
hardcover book. Then rotate the
board while pressing the book
against the headers and the board,
and place it on the table. Now you
are looking at the top of the control
board (the book is on the table) and
you can start soldering the headers.

Con�nue to finish the control board
and install the 10MM SPACERS on
the top of the board:
These four spacers create a firm
connec�on between the front panel
and the control board in the area of
the slide poten�ometers.

Now place the SLIDE POTS on the
top side. Again, it´s helpful to use a
ruler or tape to push the sliders
onto the PCB as you turn it. Make
sure all levers are at the same
posi�on before turning.

“SOLDER ONLY ONE PIN
PER HEADER FIRST”

the posi�on of the sliders with your
free hand on the top side of the
board while holding the �p in
posi�on. Then solder another pin on
the opposite side of each slider pot
and check its posi�on again. Correct
the posi�on as described above if
necessary. Then solder on all
remaining slider pins.
Next are the POTENTIOMETERS,
JACK SOCKETS, SWITCHES, the two
TRIMMER POTS and LEDS (long leg
to +). Refer to the BOM in order to
iden�fy the correct pot (t18 or
plas�c) or switch type (on-off-on or
on-on, SPDT or DPDT, latching or
momentary). Check if you need to
cut an�-rota�on tags on the
poten�ometers and don´t forget to
place a STEREO SOCKET for the
headphone output.

Solder only one pin per header first!
This first connec�on holds the
headers on the board and you can
easily look at the bo�om to check
that the headers are si�ng straight
and flush on the board. If you need
to correct the posi�on, place the
soldering iron �p on the soldered
pin on the top side and correct the
posi�on of the pin header with your
free hand on the bo�om side of the
board while holding the �p in
posi�on.
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The sliders are now under the PCB,
with the levers pushing the sliders
onto the board.
Solder only one pin per slide pot
first!
Check that the sliders are straight
and flush on the board. If you need
to correct the posi�on, place the
soldering iron �p on the soldered
pin on the bo�om side and correct

Place the FRONT PANEL and mount
all nuts and screws. Make sure the
parts sit �ght onto the control board
and start soldering from the bo�om
side. Done!

POWER

L
A
N
R
E
T
IN
OR EURORACK
You can either solder an internal
power supply board with only 8
different parts or use your existing
Eurorack power supply
INTERNAL PSU

EURORACK POWER

Simple, but powerful! The small
power supply board houses a Mean
Well DKMW30F-12, which provides
enough power to run all EUPHORIA
boards. Connect the power supply
board to a DC jack (DC 5.5 x 2.1 mm,
plus inside) and you're ready to go.
Two LEDs indicate the status of both
power rails. Op�onal LED connectors
are available for on/off LEDs or case
ligh�ng.

You s�ll have some Eurorack power
supplies le�? Good news for you!
Just solder a shrouded 10pin
Eurorack header to the control
board in the area of the PSU board.
Connect your Eurorack power supply
with a ribbon cable and you're done!

Make sure your power supply has an
output current of at least 750mA.

The power supply can be operated
with any 15 V AC power supply (2.67
A or 6 A / 40 W or 90 W), e.g. with
the Mean Well GSM90A15-P1M
desktop AC power supply.

You do not need to solder the power
supply board if you operate
EUPHORIA with an Eurorack power
supply.

15V isn’t a shock hazard, but it´s a burn hazard!
Solder and connect the internal PSU at your own risk. Make
sure that you do everything possible to avoid an electric shock
or a short circuit. Wear protec�ve gloves and check all wiring
before connec�ng the power supply!
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FOURTEEN PCBs
EUPHORIA consists of fourteen individual
circuit boards. Each functional area has its own
board. This "modular" approach to synthesizer
building has several advantages. The build can
be easily divided into several phases and the
soldering and testing process can be better
organized. Any errors or damage will only
affect a single board, not the entire build.
Boards can be easily replaced, new revisions
made, and even new features added without
having to replace the entire synthesizer.

BUILD GUIDE

This build guide does not offer any
assistance on SMD SOLDERING
TECHNIQUES. There are many
soldering tutorials on youtube that
explain the process much be�er
than this PDF ever could. Try
searching for "how to solder SMD"
on youtube and you will find many
good videos to study.
Ul�mately, it's a ma�er of taste
whether you prefer to solder SMD
components with a soldering iron or
a hot air soldering sta�on. Choose
the technique that suits you best!
This paper also does not provide
STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS, but
provides a rough guide. Building
EUPHORIA is a simple process if you
follow the Excel BOM.
However, if you have any ques�ons,
please do not hesitate to ask in the
→ ST MODULAR BUILDERS GROUP
on Facebook. Also check this group
if you need addi�onal informa�on
on EUPHORIA.
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Start soldering the PSU BOARD (if
you don't use a Eurorack power
supply) and connect it to a
15 V power supply. Check if both
LEDs are on and measure with a
mul�meter if you get +12V and -12V
on the corresponding pins.

Use an external VCO in "ac.in" to
test the AC coupled VCA,
REVERBERATION and MASTER OUT.
Use an external LFO at "dc.in" to
test the DC-coupled VCA. Do the
same with MULT.

Con�nue
soldering
the
REVERBERATION,
MULT/DVCA,
VARI and MASTER OUT boards.

Check if the VARI board affects the
vb.io and MULT LED and if the
TERTIARY OSCILLATOR works as
expected.

Put one of the boards on the control
board and switch on the PSU board
(or connect your Eurorack power
supply).

Con�nue soldering ALL OTHER
BOARDS and mount them again one
by one and check if they power up
without side effects.

Check again to see if the PSU LEDs
light up, and make sure there is no
excessive heat or "magic smoke"
coming from any of the
components. Then proceed to the
next board.

Finally, test if your EUPHORIA works
as described in chapter 3 of this
document.

Now that you have soldered the
previously men�oned boards, you
can test their func�onality.

Please note that you have NOT
CALIBRATED EURPHORIA at this
point. Therefore, some func�ons
may not be 100% accurate, but
should show that they basically
work.
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IF IT DOESN`T WORK?
1. ORIENTATION

2. SOLDER JOINTS

3. REFLOW ICs

4. CORRECT PARTS

Make sure that all parts are
correctly aligned, especially
the correct orientation of
diodes is vital.

Inspect each solder joint and
make sure it has a shiny,
concave-shaped connection.

Reflow all ICs on the board.
Sometimes there are hidden
short circuits or hard to
detect bad solder joints.

Double check that you have
used the correct parts and
make sure that you have only
used suitable components
from reputable
manufacturers.

It´s not working? Don´t panic!
It will happen, and you should be prepared for it. But don't be afraid!
The experience of five years of helping builders with non-func�oning DIY Eurorack modules has shown that most
problems can be fixed with rela�vely simple means.
Try to iden�fy the board that is responsible for the issue and follow the steps men�oned above.
Check for shorts and double or even triple and quadruple check component orienta�on. Iden�fy suspect solder
joints and reflow. Reflow all ICs! Check if you have used the correct values.
No success? Put it aside for a while and try again a�er a few days. A fresh mind and a relaxed state will help you
iden�fy the problem.
S�ll not working out? Ask for help in the…
→ ST MODULAR BUILDERS GROUP
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Building a suitable case for your
EUPHORIA synthesizer is an
essential part of the DIY experience!

HOUSING
& CASE ASSEMBLY

EUPHORIA does not follow any known
design specifica�ons.
However, the dimensions of the panel
of 426.5 mm x 172.70 mm and the size
and placement of the moun�ng holes
(M3) have been chosen so that
EURORACK RAILS with a width of
84HP can be used.
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If you want to use SIDE BRACKETS, you
can choose Intellijel-sized 4U
EURORACK rail sets where the rails are
mounted only at the very top and
bo�om (leave out the two rails in the
middle). Among others, Modular
Synth Lab and MDLR CASE offer such
bracket sets that meet the design
requirements.
You will also need a DC-SOCKET (5.5 x
2.1 mm, plus inside) and an ON/OFF
SWITCH of your choice. If you want to
install a case light or an ON/OFF LED,
there are special connectors for this

on the PWR Board. This op�on is not
available if you use a EURORACK
power supply.
You can make the wooden side panels
yourself or, if you are not familiar with
woodwork, you can also ask some of
the well-known and respected
EURORACK CASE MANUFACTURERS
to make a custom wooden case for
you. The custom made enclosure
shown in the pictures above was
designed and manufactured by
Gould Case Works in Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
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2.
calibration

TABLE OF

CONTENTS
1. MULT/VCA

14

2. REVERBERATION

15

3. OSC MIX

16

Before you start…

4. SEQUENTIAL VOLTAGES

17

Calibra�ng EUPHORIA is not an easy task!

5. ENVELOPE

18

6. DUAL LPG

19

7. PRIMARY OSC

20

8. SECONDARY OSC

21

9. FUNCTION

22

10. VARI BOARD ´BREAKOUT´

23

It takes �me and passion and it is very likely that
you will not achieve the desired state on the first
try.
The individual boards influence each other. There
are gain se�ngs on the OSC MIX, VCA and
REVERBERATION boards that need to be matched.
The level controls and the state of the blend control
must also be taken into account.
Start the calibra�on with the above men�oned
cards first. Then proceed with the 5 STEP,
ENVELOPE and DUAL LPG boards. Calibrate the
oscillators last.
Take your �me, you will succeed!
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CALIBRATION

MULT/VCA

The MULT/VCA board is equipped with two voltage controlled amplifiers and a
multiple. Calibration of the board ensures a good signal level and prevents VCA
feed-through. As levels can influence each other It should be calibrated together
with the OSC MIX and REVERBERATION board.

AVCA_GAIN changes the
amount of gain applied to
the ac.in input and the sum of all
oscillators before it is fed into the
reverb circuit. Adjust this value to
your taste and reduce it if you
no�ce distor�on or clipping.
Remember that the level of the
oscillators can be affected by the
level sliders and the blend control
before the VCA.

NORM_ON_V controls the
level of the AC and DC
coupled VCAs when no CV signal is
applied to the corresponding CV
inputs. It is recommended to set
this trimmer fully clockwise to get
a good VCA level. Adjust this
trimmer only if the level difference
is too large when you press the
+env switch.

ACVA_IN_LEVEL adjusts the
level of the ac.in input only.
Listen to the oscillator mix and
feed another audio source into the
ac.in jack. Adjust the trimmer to
create a balanced audio level
between the internal oscillators
and the external signal. Again, pay
a�en�on to the level sliders and
the blend control of the oscillators
when se�ng a balanced level.

AVCA_OFFSET changes the
offset of the AC-coupled
VCA. Connect only one end of a
patch cable to the CV input. If you
s�ll get an audible signal at the
output jack, you may need to
reduce the offset. Do the same if
there is an offset with an external
CV source at the CV input.

1

2
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3

4

DVCA_OFFSET changes the
offset of the DC coupled
VCA. Patch just one end of a patch
cable to the cv input. If you s�ll get
an measurable signal at the output
socket you may have to reduce the
offset. Do the same if there is an
offset with an external CV source
patched to the cv input.

5

Test Points
There are test points for the AC
coupled VCA input (A.IN) and its
output (A.OUT). The board also has
test points for the DC coupled VCA
(D.IN & D.OUT). M.IN is the
mul�ple input and GND is ground.
Use these test points to measure
the corresponding signals with a
mul�meter, if necessary.
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CALIBRATION

REVERBERATION

The REVERBERATION board contains the driver and feedback circuitry for the
spring tank and the digital reverb brick. The calibration of the board ensures a
balanced dry/wet signal level and includes the selection of the reverb and
feedback type via jumpers. Since the levels can influence each other, it should
be calibrated together with the MULT/VCA board.
GAIN_DRY changes the gain
applied to the dry signal
before it is routed to the MASTER
OUT board. Adjust this value to
your taste and reduce it if you
no�ce distor�on or clipping.
Remember that the signal level can
be affected by the level sliders, the
blend control, and the gain se�ngs
of the MULT/VCA board.

1

J_FDBK_TYPE selects the
type of feedback that can be
applied with the feedback knob.
Depending on the selected reverb
type (Brick or Tank), the feedback
will be brighter or duller, or even
act like a short delay. The results
seem to be somewhat
unpredictable. Choose the
feedback type that works best for
you.

4

GAIN_WET determines the
amount of gain applied to
the wet reverb signal before it is
routed to the MASTER OUT board.
Adjust this trimmer to get a good
balance between the dry and wet
signals when you turn the dry.wet
knob.

BR_OR_TK ac�vates one
type of reverb. Select the
type that is connected to the board
(spring reverb or digital reverb
brick). You cannot use both at the
same �me!

T_SEND_GAIN controls the
level of the dry signal sent to
the spring tank. Adjust this
trimmer to achieve a good balance
between the dry and wet signals,
and reduce it if it overdrives the
springs.

Spring Tank Connec�on
This is the place to solder
RCA connectors or directly solder
insulated inputs (S- & S+) and a
Grounded output (R+) leading to
the tank. Input immpendance o
the tank should be 150Ω to 800Ω
and output impendance 2,250Ω to
2,575Ω.

2

3
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5

6

J_NOBRICK should be
shorted when you use the
spring tank. This prevents the brick
driver from ge�ng into an unstable
state.

7

! Noise is a known side effect of
spring tanks. Due to the high gain
return circuit, it is not always
possible to eliminate it. Your spring
tank reverb might also be a li�le
noisy. Use it crea�vely!

? Hum is mainly caused by the
posi�on of the spring tank. When
placing the tank in your cabinet,
experiment with the exact posi�on
to find the best place before you
start further troubleshoo�ng.
Test Points
There are test points for the
oscillator input (IN) coming from th
VCA and the external input located
on the OSC MIX board (EXT). The
wet and output singal can be taken
from the WET and OUT test points.
GND is ground.
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OSC MIX
OSC MIX is where the two main oscillators are mixed and further routed to the VCA and reverb sections. It
also provides an input for external signals that can be added to the mix and processed by the LPG and/or the
reverb. Since the levels can influence each other, it should be calibrated together with the DUAL LPG, MULT/
VCA and REVERBERATION boards.

CALIBRATION

IN_P sets the maximum level of the primary oscillator that
is fed into the OSC MIX circuitry. Set this to the maximum
and only calibrate it in order to achieve equal oscillator levels
when the BLEND knob is in center posi�on.

1

IN_S determines the maximum level of the secondary
oscillator that is fed into the OSC MIX circuitry. Set this to
the maximum and only calibrate it in order to achieve equal
oscillator levels when the BLEND knob is in center posi�on.

2

GAIN_P controls gain that is applied to the primary
oscillator waves. Ini�ally set this to a moderate level and
slowy increase it as long as you get a clean signal. Especially the
LPG is very sensible for distor�on due to changes in the gain
se�ngs of the OSC MIX board.

3

GAIN_S controls gain that is applied to the secondary
oscillator signal. Ini�ally set this to a moderate level and
slowy increase it as long as you get a clean signal. Especially the
LPG is very sensible for distor�on due to changes in the gain
se�ngs of the OSC MIX board.

4

Test Points
There are test points for the OSC MIX inputs (P IN & S IN), the
blend cv input (CV IN) as well as for the output (OUT) and ground
(GND).
Use these test points to measure the corresponding signals with a
mul�meter, if necessary.
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5 STEP & 4 STEP

SEQUENTIAL VOLTAGES

The two sequencer boards contains all parts for the CV and trigger sequencers. The calibration of the boards
ensures a suitable slider range for the CV output, a trigger length that fits well with the envelope, and an
eye-friendly trigger LED brightness. You can also set a preferred 4-step pulse rate and a reset function.
5 STEP

CALIBRATION

1V-10V sets the maximum voltage that can be
adjusted with the five CV sliders. Change the
value un�l the voltage range meets your requirements.

1

TRIG_L changes the length of the trigger pulse in
milliseconds. It is recommended to turn this
trimmer all the way to the right (long trigger pulse) so
that the envelope responds nicely to the trigger signal.
You can shorten the trigger signal to get ultra-short
envelopes.

2

STEP_TRIG_BN controls the brightness of the
trigger LEDs. Experience has shown that the
display of the trigger LEDs is important during
performance. Therefore, this func�on has been
implemented to provide an eye-friendly response.

3

Test Points
There are test points for the sequencer output (OUT)
and trigger output (TRIG). Use these test points to
measure the corresponding signals with a mul�meter if
necessary.

4 STEP

RESET ON creates a normaliza�on from the 5 STEP reset input to the 4 STEP reset
input. If you want to reset both sequencers at the same �me, set a jumper here.
Otherwise, leave it blank.

1

UP & DOWN changes the pulse division of the 4 STEP sequencer in the up or
down switch posi�on. The 5 STEP pulse input is normalled to the 4 STEP pulse
input, but goes through a division first. Here you can set the divider from /2 or /4 for
the up posi�on and /8 or /16 for the down posi�on.

2

1V-10V lets you change the maximum voltage that can be set with the four CV
poten�ometers. Choose a lower voltage if you want to use it for fine pitch
changes and choose a higher voltage for other CV des�na�ons, e.g. LPG-CV.

3

(Not in the picture)
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Test Points
There are test points for the sequencer output (OUT; not shown in the picture), reset
(RST), input trigger (TRIG), input divided pulse (DIV) and ground (GND).
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CALIBRATION

ENVELOPE

4

The ENVELOPE board generates the main ADSR envelope, which can be triggered
internally or externally. Calibration of the board ensures easy use of the four
ADSR plastic knobs. The envelope directly controls the DUAL LPG and the ACcoupled VCA when the +env switch is pressed.

Use ATTK_OFST if you want
to shi� the minimum a�ack
value when the a�ack knob is
turned all the way to the le�.
Ini�ally turn the trimmer fully
counter-clockwise. Adjust it if you
want to raise the a�ack value in
very small steps to avoid audible
"clicks" at very short a�ack �mes.

1

REL_OFST sets the minimum
releas value that you can set
with the release knob. First turn
the trimmer all the way to the le�.
Use this trimmer if the envelope
goes to zero too quickly a�er the
sustain stage and produces audible
"clicks".

2

Test Points
There are test points for the external gate input (P_G), the trigger received
from the 5 STEP sequencer (5_T), the envelope signal before gain is applied
(TP), the envelope ouput (OUT) and ground (GND).
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SLOW/FAST determines the
possible speed of the
envelope. From broadly applicable
to extremely snappy (i.e. for the
genera�on of percussions).

3

ENV_GAIN controls the
envelope gain. Adjust this
trimmer to achieve a peak voltage
of about +8V at the OUT test point.

4
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DUAL LPG
CALIBRATION

The DUAL LPG houses the internal low-pass gates. The calibration of the board
provides a powerful filter response and offers advanced signal routing. The LPGs are
controlled either externally or directly by the internal ADSR and route the signal to
the OSC MIX board. The LPG functionality is strongly influenced by the gain settings
of the other boards.

EXT TO… lets you choose where the external
signal inserted into the OSC MIX sec�on should
be routed. Set it to LPG if you want the external signal
to be processed by the secondary oscillator LPG, the
AC-coupled VCA and REVERBERATION. Set a jumper on
the two pins marked REVB to route the external signal
directly to the reverb circuit. In this case, it will not be
routed through the LPG and VCA.

3

P_NO_SW determines whether the PRIMARY
MASTER OUT jack switch is ac�ve. Without a
jumper, the primary oscillator signal is taken from the
mix output when a cable is plugged in. Set a jumper if
you want to take the signal from both jacks
simultaneously.

4

S_NO_SW determines whether the SECONDARY
MASTER OUT jack switch is ac�ve. Without a
jumper, the secondary oscillator signal is taken from
the mix output when a cable is plugged in. Set a
jumper if you want to take the signal from both sockets
at the same �me.

5

4

P_LPG_FDBK controls the por�on of the primary
oscillator gated signal that is fed back into the
LPG. This creates an effect similar to resonance, but
adds more sonority to the audio signal. Adjust to taste!

1

S_LPG_FDBK controls the por�on of the
secondary oscillator gated signal that is fed back
into the LPG. This creates an effect similar to
resonance, but adds more sonority to the audio signal.
Adjust to taste!

2
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Test Points
There are test points for the primary oscillator input
(PRIME), the secondary oscillator input (SEC), the
primary oscillator output a�er the filter (P_OUT), the
the secondary oscillator output a�er the filter (S_OUT),
the external signal routed to the LPG, the incoming
envelope controlling both LPGs (ADSR) and ground
(GND).
Use these test points to measure the corresponding
signals with a mul�meter, if necessary.
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PRIMARY OSC
CALIBRATION

The primary oscillator board forms the the CEM3340 based oscillator. Calibration
ensures correct V/Oct behavior and well-formed waveforms without distortion and
offset. It also provides control over the noise level and Pwm range.

SINE_SYM changes the shape of the sine wave.
Adjust the control using an oscilloscope or by ear
un�l you get a nice symmetrical sine wave

4

WS_SINE_DIST_P helps to avoid distor�on when
conver�ng triangle to sine. Adjust the slider fully
clockwise and reduce it un�l no distor�on occurs, if
any.

5

SINE_TO_TIMB_P helps to avoid distor�on in the
�mbre circuitry. Adjust fully clockwise and
reduce un�l distor�on no longer occurs, if any.

6

10

7
4

PRIME_PWM sets the PWM knob/CV range.
Adjust un�l PULSE symmetrically goes to silent
turning the corresponding PWM clockwise or counterclockwise.

7

8
6

TIMBRE_OFFSET_P adjusts the �mbre range.
Adjust the TIMBRE knob un�l you get a nice
range of trimbral changes.

8

11

Change SINE_OFFSET using an oscilloscope to get
a nicely shaped sine wave or adjust by ear
according to taste.

9

9

12
11
11

10

NOISE_GAIN controls the overall noise level,
which can be adjusted with the noise knob.

WAVE OFFSET trimmers serve as wave shi�ers/
offset correc�on. Calibra�on not required in
most cases.

11
V/OCT pitch correc�on can be calibrated from
the panel side. Use standard calibra�on
procedures. Check Youtube for tutorials, e.g. this.

1
2

V_OCTOFFSET_P sets the in�tal frequency of the
oscillator. Calibra�on is not required in most

cases.
HF_CAL_P allows you to further adjust the V/OCT
pitch correc�on for higher octaves. The effect is
very subtle and calibra�on is generally not required.

3
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Test Points
There are test points for the oscillator out (OUT) and
ground (GND).
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SECONDARY OSC
CALIBRATION

The secondary oscillator board houses a unique wavefolding oscillator. Its calibration
ensures correct V/Oct behavior, well-formed waveforms and good sounding
waveshapers.

Change SINE_SHAPE using an oscilloscope to get
a nicely shaped sine wave or adjust by ear
according to taste.

4

5

CAL_SHAPE_1A is used to calibrate fold.a. Use
the testpoints TP_1A and GND to set this to 0V.

CAL_SHAPE_1B is used to calibrate fold.a. Use
the testpoints TP_1B and GND to set this to 0V
with fold.a pot fully clockwise.

6

4

7

CAL_SHAPE_2B is used to calibrate fold.b. Use
the testpoints TP_1B and GND to set this to 0V
with fold.b pot fully clockwise.

8

7
9

9

SHAPE1_DIST controls the amount of distorion
applied to fold.a. Adjust according to taste.

10

If you short SJ1 another diode distor�on circuit
will be applied to fold.a. Things get nasty then!

10

6

8

V/OCT pitch correc�on can be calibrated from
the panel side. Use standard calibra�on
procedures. Check Youtube for tutorials, e.g. this.

1

HIGH_OCT allows you to further adjust the V/
OCT pitch correc�on for higher octaves. The
effect is very subtle and calibra�on is not required in
most cases.

2

SINE_SYM1 changes the shape of the sine wave.
Adjust the control using an oscilloscope or by ear
un�l you get a nice symmetrical sine wave

3
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CAL_SHAPE_2A is used to calibrate fold.b. Use
the testpoints TP_1A and GND to set this to 0V.

Test Points
There are test points for the oscillator out
(TP_SEC_OUT), the waveshaping calibra�on (TP_1A;
TP_1B; TP_2A; TP_2B) as men�oned before and
ground (GND).
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FUNCTION
CALIBRATION

The function board contains a function generator modeled on the Buchla 281e Quad
Function Generator. The calibration ensures a symmetrical behavior of the Shape
Controller.

1
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SYM can be used to ensure a symmetrical response of
the shape controller. It determines the balance between
exponen�al and logarithmic response.

1

Press the range bu�on (audio mode), move a�ack and decay to
the lower posi�on and turn the shape knob to 12 o'clock.
While triggering FUNCTION, change SYM un�l the a�ack and
release �mes are equal at the output jack.
Test Points
There are test points for the FUNCTION output (OUT) and input
(IN) as well as for the end of cycle gate (EOC) and ground (GND)
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VARI BOARD
´BREAKOUT´
CALIBRATION

VARI BOARS are interchangeable boards, each with a different set of functions.
This VARI BOARD called "BREAKOUT" opens up some functions that are hidden
behind the panel. Calibration here means that you choose the type of functions
you want to use and how they should behave.

CYC/HLD changes the
opera�on of the VARI socket
located in the SEQUENTIAL
VOLTAGES sec�on. If you put a
jumper on the pins marked "HLD",
you can insert any CV to hold the 5
STEP sequencer. If you put a
jumper on the pins marked "CYC",
this socket serves as a CV cycle
input for the FUNCTION generator.
A CV singnal changes the state of
the cycle switch (in both
direc�ons).

1

LFO RESET determines
whether the board's internal
LFO should be reset on each trigger

2
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sent by the 5 STEP sequencer. ON
ac�vates the LFO reset, off
deac�vates it.
S&H GATE SOURCE changes
the source for the gate signal
used for the sample & hold circuit.
When the gate is high, the current
voltage is sampled.
You can choose to use the 4 STEP
(divided) trigger, the 5 STEP trigger,
or the End of Cycle (EOC) gate from
the FUNCTION generator. Place a
jumper on the two corresponding
pins.

3

S&H MODE changes the
sample and hold circuit to
alterna�vely func�on as a track &
hold func�on. Put a jumper on the
pins marked "SH" for a classic
sample & hold func�on and put it
on the pins marked "TH" for track
& hold mode.

4

Test Points
No special measurement points are
required, but there is a handy
ground via (GND) that you can use
to measure all voltages on the
board.
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PRIMARY OSCILLATOR
EUPHORIA's primary oscillator is based on
a classic analog CEM3340 cuicitry with
some additional features. It offers a sine
wave, noise, a two-stage suboctave divider
and a waveshaper similar to the timbre
control of the Buchla Music Easel. This
allows you to add interesting harmonics to
the waveform. All waveforms can be mixed
simultaneously and there are individual
level controls for each waveform. The
PRIMARY OSCILLATOR is your source for
pure and rich analog sounds.
MANUAL

The PRIMARY OSCILLATOR has SIX
DIFFERENT WAVEFORMS PLUS
NOISE. The level of the individual
waveforms can be adjusted with
sliding poten�ometers. The range of
the levels depends mainly on the
gain you set during calibra�on.
Distor�on can easily occur in the
upper posi�ons of the sliders if you
have set the gain high.
The TRIANGLE and SAW waveforms
share the same level control, and you
can select either waveform by
pressing the WAVE switch.
The pulse width of the PULSE
waveform can be changed manually
with the P.WIDTH poten�ometer.
There is also a CV input (PWM) with
its own PWM.CV a�enuator to
control the pulse width via CV.
The harmonics added to the TIMBRE
wave can be changed by turning the
SHAPE knob. Addi�onally there is a
CV input (SHAPE) with an a�enuator
(SHAPE.CV) for voltage controlled
�mbral se�ngs.
The SUBOCTAVE has two stages of -1
octave and -2 octaves. Select your
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preferred subdivision by pressing the
SUB.OCT knob.

outputs when no patch cable is
plugged in.

If you want to add an extra smoky
character to your analog waves, you
can add WHITE NOISE to the waves
with a fixed high-pass filter at 320 Hz
by turning the NOISE knob to the
right.

You may have no�ced a jack socket
without any descrip�on, but with an
LED underneath? This is either an
input or an output of one of the VARI
BOARDS. Please refer to the VARI
BOARD's manual to find out which
func�on it is used for.

FREQUENCY MODULATION (FM)
creates en�rely new frequency
informa�on in the resul�ng sound
and changes the �mbre without the
use of filters. You can apply
exponen�al or linear FM by feeding
any (preferably high frequency)
voltage into the FM input. Adjust the
amount of modula�on with the
FM.CV a�enuator and select an FM
type with the EXP.LIN switch. If you
set the switch to the middle posi�on,
no FM will be applied.
Last but not least, there are
dedicated inputs for 1V/OCT PITCH
control (PITCH) and a GATE input
that directly triggers an internal
ADSR envelope linked to the LPG
and/or the VCA. Both inputs are
internally
connected
to
the
sequen�al voltages CV and trigger

←→ NORMALLED CONNECTIONS:
PITCH ← 5 STEP CV OUT
GATE ← 5 STEP TRIG OUTPUT
PWM CV ← TERTIARY OSC TRIANGLE
(use the a�enuator to turn CV
modula�on on or off).
SHAPE CV ← TERTIARY OSC
TRIANGLE (use the a�enuator to
turn CV modula�on on or off).
FM INPUT ← SECONDARY OSC PULSE
WAVE (use the FM.CV knob to
a�enuate the signal, or the EXP.LIN
switch to turn FM on or off).
All of these connec�ons are broken
when you plug a patch cable into the
designated CV jack.
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SECONDARY OSCILLATOR
The SECONDARY OSCILLATOR is your
source for harsh and harmonically rich
sounds. It is a newly developed
waveshaping tone generator. The waves are
formed by a combination of diode clipping
and folding of the waveform by adding
mirror images of the upper and lower parts
of the waveform. This creates more high
harmonics and interesting timbral
variations. It also features an equalizer,
which is quite unusual for oscillators, but
offers more sonic possibilities.
MANUAL

The SECONDAR OSCILLATOR offers
FIVE DIFFERENT WAVEFORMS. The
level of the individual waveforms can
be
adjusted
with
sliding
poten�ometers. The range of the
levels depends mainly on the gain
you set during calibra�on. Distor�on
can easily occur in the upper
posi�ons of the sliders if you have
set the gain high.
The pulse width of the PULSE
waveform can be changed manually
with the P.WIDTH knob. There is also
a CV input (PWM) with its own
PWM.CV a�enuator to control the
pulse width via CV. At the heart of
this oscillator are the two FOLD
waveforms. The harmonics added to
the wave can be changed by turning
the FOLD.A and FOLD.B knobs.
Addi�onally there is a CV input
(FOLD.A & FOLD.B) with one
a�enuator each (FOLD.A.CV &
FOLD.B.CV) for voltage controlled
wave folding.
The SUBOCTAVE has two stages of -1
and -2 octaves. Select your preferred
division by pressing the SUB.OCT
knob.
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Unexpectedly, you can equalize the
output of the secondary oscillator
with the TONE control. It
accentuates either low or high
frequencies of all waveforms before
they are fed to the LPG.

gate input because the gate you
insert into the primary oscillator
sec�on also controls the LPG and/or
VCA that processes the secondary
oscillator waveforms.
←→ NORMALLED CONNECTIONS:

Similar to the primary oscillator
there is also a FREQUENCY
MODULATION (FM) input. You can
apply exponen�al or linear FM by
feeding any (preferably high
frequency) voltage into the FM
input. Select an FM type with the
EXP.LIN switch. If you set the switch
to the middle posi�on, no FM will be
applied.
When you flip the SYNC switch the
primary oscillator will be synced to
the secondary oscillator. There are
two types of synchroniza�on: hard
and so�. Make sure the secondary
oscillator is tuned to a higher
frequency than the primary osc
when SYNC is used.
PITCH is the 1v/oct input that is
internally
connected
to
the
sequen�al CV voltages when no
patch cable is connected. There is no

PITCH ← PRIMARY OSCILLATOR
PITCH (which is normalled to 5-STEP
CV OUT; if you insert a patch cable to
the primary oscillator pitch input,
this connec�on will be broken)
PWM CV ← PRIMARY OSCILLATOR
PWM INPUT (which is normalled the
to TERTIARY OSC TRIANGLE wave; if
you connect a patch cable to the
pwm input of the primary oscillator,
this connec�on is interrupted).
FOLD.A ← TERTIARY OSC TRIANGLE
(use the a�enuator to turn CV
modula�on on or off).
FOLD.B ← FOLD.A CV INPUT (which
is normalled the to TERTIARY OSC
TRIANGLE wave; use the a�enuator
to turn CV modula�on on or off).
FM INPUT ← TERTIARY OSC
TRIANGLE (use the EXP.LIN switch to
turn FM on or off).
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SEQUENTIAL VOLTAGES
EUPHORIA has two sequencers, which are
combined in the SEQUENTIAL VOLTAGES
section. It consists of a 5-step CV and trigger
sequencer with advanced features and a
simple 4-step CV sequencer that can also be
controlled manually.
These sequencers are the engine of your
synthesizer, driving it to create interesting
sequences and patterns. Here you can
experiment with notes, tempo changes,
transpositions and rhythms.

MANUAL

The 5-STAGE CV & TRIGGER
SEQUENCER
is
your
master
sequencer with some ni�y features.
It can run with an internal clock
whose rate is set with the TEMPO
poten�ometer, or be synchronized
with an external clock signal that can
be connected to the PULSE input.
With the internal clock you can
create a swing effect by turning the
TEMPO.CV a�enuator clockwise.
Now the speed of the sequencer
changes according to the CV level
you have set with the five slide
poten�ometers. You can also change
the tempo with external signals by
connec�ng any CV signal to the
INT.TEMP input and adjus�ng its
intensity with the TEMPO.CV
a�enuator. Insert a control voltage
to the RESET input to restart the
sequence from the first step.
Use the STAGES switch to change the
length of the sequence from a
maximum of 5 steps to 4 or 3 steps.
There
are
FIVE
SLIDING
POTENTIOMETERS which allow
changing the CV values per step.
There is a trimmer on the back of the
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board to adjust the maximum
voltage from +1V to +10V. The 5STEP sequencer has a total of three
outputs. OUT1 and OUT2 are
internally connected to both
oscillators and are the standard CV
outputs that you would connect to a
1V/OCT input. If you apply a control
voltage to the TRANSPOSE input,
you can transpose the output of
OUT1 and OUT2. TRIG outputs a
trigger signal that can be enabled or
disabled per step. You can create
rhythmic pa�erns with five latching
bu�ons above the CV sliders. An LED
indicates whether a trigger step has
been ac�vated.

divisions /2, /4, /8, /16 or to turn it
off in the center posi�on. This can
also be achieved by plugging a patch
cable into the PULSE input (below
the out jack). When the CLK.DIV
switch is in the center posi�on, you
can advance the sequencer manually
by pressing the ADVANCE bu�on.

The 4-STEP CV SEQUENCER is an
addi�onal sequen�al voltage source
that can affect either the 5-STEP
sequencer or any other CV input via
the OUT jack. By default, its PULSE
input is internally connected to the
PULSE of the 5-STEP sequencer.
However, the pulse is first processed
by a PULSE DIVIDER, which slows
down the pulse rate by the amount
set by jumpers on the back of the
board. The CLK.DIV SWITCH can be
used to select either two of the

←→ NORMALLED CONNECTIONS:

The FOUR CV KNOBS allow you to
set the CV level for each step from 0V
up to +10V. An LED flashes when a
step is ac�ve.
Which func�ons are applied to the
VARI INPUT/OUTPUT, please refer to
the VARI BOARD manuals.

5-STEP OUT → OSCILLATOR PITCH
5-STEP TRIG → ENVELOPE GATE
5-STEP PULSE → 4-STEP DIVIDER
5-STEP RESET → 4-STEP RESET (if
dedicated jumper in place)
5-STEP INT.TEMPO ← 4-STEP CV OUT
(use the TEMPO.CV a�enuator to
adjust its effect)
5-STEP TRANSPOSE ← 4-STEP CV
OUT
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ENVELOPE & DUAL LPG
All waveforms generated by the two main
oscillators first pass through a low-pass
filter (LPG). Here, harmonics and higher
frequencies are gradually removed from the
signal until it is completely silenced. The
two gates per primary and secondary
oscillator are controlled by one internal
ADSR envelope. Here you decide if you
want to create drones or tones with different
length and decay time, triggered by a
sequencer or keypress.

MANUAL

Each oscillator has its own LPG,
which does not require expensive
vactrols, but s�ll contributes a warm,
non-linear touch to a gated signal.
The
LEVEL.PRIMARY
and
LEVEL.SECONDARY
sliders
determine how much of the signal is
allowed to pass through the gate. For
each gate, you can use the trimmers
on the back of the PCB to adjust the
amount of feedback that is fed back
into the input of the LPG. This will
give you a resonance-like effect. It is
not possible to adjust it to selfoscilla�on.
Both LPGs are controlled by one
ADSR ENVELOPE. The ATTACK,
DECAY, SUSTAIN and RELEASE stages
of the Envleop can be adjusted with
the small plas�c knobs above the
sliders. If you press the +ENV push
bu�on in the MULT/INVERTER/DUAL
VCA sec�on, the envelope will
addi�onally applied to the ACcoupled VCA.
The ATTACK phase starts the
moment a key is pressed. This phase
determines how quickly a sound
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reaches its full harmonic spectrum
before entering the decay phase.

pass gate. Then low frequencies are
taken out of the signal first.

The DECAY phase determines the
length of the decay from the
maximum harmonic content to the
sustain level of a sound.

When
using
the
INTERNAL
SEQUENCER, only short-�me trigger
signals are fed into the envelope.
Consequently, it acts as an AR
ENVELOPE and Decay and Sustain
have no effect.

The SUSTAIN phase determines the
level of the gated signal throughout
the sustain �me of a keystroke or
gate signal.
The final RELEASE phase determines
the amount of �me a�er which a
sound ends as soon as you release
the key or the gate signal turns low.
The two ENV.AMOUNT sliders let
you adjust the amount of ADSR
envelope that controls the LPG. Here
you can also adjust the por�on of the
external CV that can be used to
control the two lowpass gates. To do
this, insert any CV source into the
PRIMARY and/or SECONDARY jacks
in the LPG CV/MODE S.LPG sec�on
on the top of the control panel. Here
you can also change the behavior of
the second LPG with the LOW.HIGH
switch so that it behaves like a high-

The output of both LPGs is routed to
the OSC MIX sec�on and also to the
individual outputs in the MASTER
OUT sec�on. The EXT.IN input on the
OSC MIX sec�on can also be routed
to the secondary LPG (or directly to
the reverb) via jumpers on the back.
←→ NORMALLED CONNECTIONS:
ENV GATE IN ← PRIMARY OSC GATE
INPUT, which is also normalled to the
5-STEP TRIG OUT
ENV OUT → PRIMARY LPG CV
(interrupted by plugging in a cable)
ENV OUT → SECONDARY LPG CV
(interrupted by plugging in a cable)
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OSC MIX & MULT/INVERTER/DUAL VCA
The OSC MIX section is where both
oscillators meet. Here you can mix between
the two either voltage controlled or
manually. The mixed output is then routed
to an internal AC-coupled VCA, which is
optionally driven by the ADSR envelope.
There is also a DC-coupled VCA and a
MULTIPLE with an additional INVERTER.
Mixing, amplifying and multiplying - that's
what this section is all about.

MANUAL

There is a main poten�ometer to
control the OSC MIX sec�on. Turn it
towards P.OSC and you will increase
the level of all primary oscillator
waves while decreasing the level of
all secondary oscillator waves. Turn it
towards S.OSC to get the opposite
effect. Set the knob to the center
posi�on to evenly adjust the levels of
the oscillators (see OSC MIX
calibra�on manual to learn how to
calibrate the levels).
The mix of the two oscillators can
also be controlled by CV. Apply a
voltage to the BLEND jack and set
the corresponding a�enuator to the
desired level. Two LEDs indicate the
current mix se�ng.
With EUPHORIA you can also process
external signals. Use the EXT.IN jack
to route audio signals through the
SECONDARY LPG and/or the
REVERBERATION unit (set via jumper
on the DUAL LPG board). Adjust the
level of the signal with the
a�enuator below the socket.
Incoming audio signals are mixed
internally with the OSC MIX output
signal.
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All waves from the oscillators and
the external input are processed by
the AC-COUPLED VCA. In the default
se�ng, the VCA is fully open. When
you press the +ENV bu�on, it is
closed, but controlled by the ADSR
envelope.
Any audio signal fed into the AC.IN
jack is added to the signal coming
from the OSC MIX sec�on.
Therefore, this jack can be used as a
SECOND EXTERNAL INPUT.

The DC-COUPLED VCA is intended
for amplifying control voltages. It is
also fully open by default. Connect
any CV to AC.IN and another voltage
to the CV input to achieve delayed
tremolo effects, for example.
Above the two VCAs is a 1x3
BUFFERED MULTIPLE with an
INVERTED OUTPUT. Any signal
connected to MULT.IN is copied and
routed to the outputs.
←→ NORMALLED CONNECTIONS:

If you want to control the
amplifica�on of all audio sources
men�oned above, apply a CV signal
to the CV input. This will be mixed
with the ADSR envelope if the +ENV
bu�on is pressed.
A cable connected to the AC-coupled
VCA OUT jack will provide the mixed
signal before passing it to the
REVERBERATION circuitry.

OSC BLEND CV ← TERTIARY OSC
TRIANGLE WAVE (can be leveled or
turned off with the appropriate
a�enuator)
MULT IN ← VARI BOARD OUT (please
refer to the VARI BOARD manual to
iden�fiy the signal applied)
DC VCA IN ← FUNCTION OUT
AC VCA IN ← OSC MIX OUT (added to
the VCA input signal)
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TERTIARY OSC & FUNCTION
The TERTIARY OSCILLATOR, a voltage
controlled LFO, and FUNCTION, a single
function generator inspired by the Buchla
281e, are the main modulation sources of
EUPHORIA. The LFO offers two waveforms
and three different ranges of LFO rates.
FUNCTION is something of a jack-of-alltrades. It can be a CV AD envelope, a filter, a
distortion effect, a slew limiter or even a
voltage controlled oscillator.

MANUAL

The TERTIARY OSCILLATOR is a CV
controlled LFO with a TRIANGLE and
PULSE output.
The LFO RATE can be changed
manually or via CV. There is an
a�enuator that changes the amount
of CV fed from the PITCH input.
The RANGE switch allows you to set
three different ranges of the LFO
rate. When the switch is set to the
center posi�on, it can change to
audio range.
The FUNCTION generator offers an
ATTACK and a DECAY SLIDE
POTENTIOMETERS, which represent
the a�ack and decay �mes, the
posi�ve or nega�ve slew �me or the
rising and falling edges of an
oscilla�on, depending on the
applica�on.
There is a CV input for ATTACK and
DECAY. The rise and fall �mes are
individually voltage controllable, but
they can also be controlled together
via the FREQ input. The TRIG socket
is used to start the envelope via CV. If
no external signal is available to
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trigger the envelope, the func�on
generator can be set to loop mode
by pressing the CYCLE pushbu�on.
When the bu�on is pressed, the
envelope starts again from the
beginning as soon as it reaches the
end of a cycle. An End-Of-Cycle signal
(EOC) is only available if the VARI
BREAKOUT board is installed.
External signals can be processed via
the IN input (CV or audio). Here, for
example, a gate signal can be
converted into an AD envelope with
sustain phase.
The RANGE pushbu�on selects the
coarse �me range (LFO or audio).
The SHAPE CONTROL knob sets the
characteris�cs of the curves,
con�nuously from logarithmic over
linear to exponen�al.
OUT provides the processed signal or
the generated control voltage.

←→ NORMALLED CONNECTIONS:
TERT OSC TRI → PRIMARY OSC PWM
CV, which is also normalled to the
SECONDARY OSC PWM CV input
TERT OSC TRI → PRIMARY OSC
SHAPE CV
TERT OSC TRI → SECONDARY OSC
FM
TERT OSC TRI → SECONDARY OSC
FOLD A CV, which is also normalled
to the SECONDARY FOLG B CV input
TERT OSC TRI → OSC MIX BLEND CV
TERT OSC RATE CV ← 4-STEP CV OUT
All the above connec�ons can be
disabled by plugging a cable into the
corresponding CV input or by turning
the corresponding CV a�enuator
fully counterclockwise.
FUNCTION OUT → DC VCA IN
FUNCTION EOC → PRIMARY OSC
VARI I/O, if the VARI BREAKOUT
board is installed
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REVERBERATION & MASTER OUT
These are the final steps your sound goes
through in EUPHORIA. The internal reverb
can be driven by either a digital reverb brick
or an analog spring tank. Both have very
unique characteristics and go well with
analog sounds. The MASTER OUT section is
the main output and offers individual
outputs per oscillator, a stereo headphone
and mix output.

MANUAL

REVERBERATION is an on board
digital or analog reverb effect. You
can choose whether you want to use
a DIGITAL REVERB BRICK or an
ANALOG SPRING TANK.

The DRY.WET control lets you adjust
the amount of the original signal
(dry) and the amount of the pure
reverb signal (wet) that is mixed and
routed to the master output. The
DRY.WET balance can also be
controlled by CV. Connect a CV
source to the DRY.WET.CV input and
listen how the reverb is fed according
to your control voltage.
FEEDBACK controls the por�on of
the wet signal fed back into the
reverb's input. Please note that this
feedback is implemented before the
DRY.WET poten�ometer. This means
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that if you turn the FEEDBACK knob
to the right while the DRY.WET knob
is turned fully counterclockwise, the
reverb will also be applied to the
signal output. This was implemented
because both ways of adding reverb
sound completely different and are a
great way to change the sound of
your signal.
There are TWO TYPES OF FEEDBACK
that you can choose between via a
jumper on the back of the board.
One works be�er with the Brick and
the other works be�er with the Tank.
However, it is worth trying both
types with both reverb methods.
The COLOR knob lets you filter the
audio that is fed to the digital Brick
or the Sping Tank. Turn it to the right
and
only
accentuated
high
frequencies are sent. Turn it to the
le� to let only accentuated low
frequencies through.
The MASTER OUT sec�on provides
individual outputs for the PRIMARY
and SECONDARY oscillators. A
jumper on the DUAL LPG board
allows you to select whether the
single output should be taken out of

the mix when a cable is plugged into
one of these inputs.
A HEADPHONE output provides a
stereo signal for audi�oning.
Adjust the desired volume with the
small plas�c knob at the bo�om part
of this sec�on.
Here you will also find the MASTER
VOLUME knob, which allows you to
change the volume of MIX OUT.
←→ NORMALLED CONNECTIONS:
REVERB IN ← OSC MIX EXT.IN (if the
jumper on the DUAL LPG board is set
accordingly)
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VARI BOARD -BREAKOUTVARI BOARDS are interchangeable boards,
each offering a different functionality.
Select the board with the functions you
need, mount it on the back and benefit from
the new connections to the different VARI
I/O sockets present in different sections of
the synthesizer. Contribute to the
EUPHORIA experience and do not hesitate
to request new VARI BOARDs with the
functions you need.

MANUAL

The ´BREAKOUT´ VARI BOARD adds
some new func�ons to your
EUPHORIA synthesizer. This VARI
BOARD is included in the basic PCB
set.
First of all, the VB.IO socket provides
the internal ADSR ENVELOPE CV
singal. The LED shows its current
status. Use this addi�onal control
voltage and connect the envelope
signal, which was not available
before, to any other CV input.
Secondly, you can use the VARI I/O in
the SEQUENTIAL VOLTAGES sec�on
either as a CV HOLD input for the 5STEP SEQUENCER or as a CV CYCLE
input for the FUNCTION generator.
When the corresponding jumper on
the rear panel is set to HLD, any
signal applied to the above VARI I/O
will stop the 5-STEP SEQUENCER.
When the signal goes low, the
sequencer will resume from where it
was previously stopped (unlike
RESET, which can also stops the
sequencer, but always causes a
restart at step 1). Put the jumper on
the two pins marked CYC and any CV
applied to the above input will cause
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the FUNCTION CYCLE bu�on to
change state. If CYCLE is ac�ve and
you apply a CV, it becomes inac�ve
and vice versa.
Thirdly, the PRIMARY OSCILLATOR
VARI I/O becomes a FUNCTION EOC
output. The gate is ac�ve as long as
the output of the func�on generator
reaches 0V.
The fourth func�on of this board is a
rese�able TRIANGLE LFO. The LFO
signal is normalled to the MULT.IN
jack and can be taken from all three
outputs of the Mult. VB.1 changes
the LFO rate and VB.2 a�enuates the
signal. You can ac�vate an LFO RESET
that is triggered by the 4-STEP
divided trigger signal via jumper.
When you press the VB.SW bu�on,
the LFO wave is passed through a
SAMPLE & HOLD circuit. This creates
a staircase-shaped control voltage.
The sample state can be triggered by
either the 4-STEP divided trigger, the
5-STEP trigger, or the FUNCTION EOC
gate (selectable by jumpers on the
board). Addi�onally, you can change
the mode to TRACK & HOLD instead

of Sample & Hold. In the first
mend�oned mode, the input signal
is sampled and every �me the gate is
high, a new sample is available at the
output. In Track & Hold mode, it
follows the input signal as long as the
gate is high. When the gate is low,
the last signal is sampled and output.
←→ NORMALLED CONNECTIONS:
VB.IO ← ADSR ENVELOPE
VB I/O SEQ VOLT → 5-STEP HOLD CV
or FUNCTION CYCLE CV (via jumper)
VB I/O PRIME ← FUNCTION EOC
VB LFO → MULT IN
VB LFO RESET ← 4-STEP DIV TRIG (if
jumper is in place)
VB LFO S&H GATE ← 4-STEP DIV
TRIG or 5-STEP TRIG or FUNCTION
EOC (via jumper)
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VARI BOARDS
-QUAD LFO- and -SWAPVARI BOARDS are interchangeable boards,
each offering a different functionality.
Select the board with the functions you
need, mount it on the back and benefit from
the new connections to the different VARI
I/O sockets present in different sections of
the synthesizer. Contribute to the
EUPHORIA experience and do not hesitate
to request new VARI BOARDs with the
functions you need.

MANUAL

The 'QUAD LFO' VARI BOARD
expands
EUPHORIA's
func�on
pale�e with four chained LFOS. It
offers a wide range of modula�on
op�ons that are linked together and
can be easily changed with the
controls in the VARI BOARD sec�on.
Each LFO begins to rise only when its
predecessor
falls.
The
two
poten�ometers VB.1 and VB.2
control the �me it takes the first and
third LFO in the chain to rise, and at
the same �me control the �me it
takes the predecessor to fall. The
VB.SW bu�on changes the rate of
the second and fourth LFO in the
chain by a fixed value.
←→ NORMALLED CONNECTIONS:
LFO 1 → 5-STEP VARI OUT
LFO 2 → PRIMARY OSC VARI OUT
LFO 3 → MULT INPUT
(this connec�on is broken when a
patch cable is plugged in)
LFO 4 → VARI BOARD OUT
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'SWAP' is a combina�on of two
modula�on crossfaders and a switch
that can also swap two modula�on
des�na�ons.
When the VB.SW switch is not
pressed, IN A, which is a mix of the 5STEP VARI input and the internal
ADSR ENVELOPE, is connected to the
MULT INPUT. The mix between the
two sources can be adjusted with
poten�ometer VB.1. At the same
�me IN B, the mix of the PRIMARY
OSC VARI input and an internal
TRIANGLE LFO, which is derived from
the sequencer rate, is connected to
the VB.IO OUTPUT. The mix
between the two sources can be
adjusted
with
the
VB.2
poten�ometer. When the bu�on is
pressed, the outputs are swapped,
i.e. IN A is routed to the VB.IO socket
and IN B to the MULT input.
This switch can op�onally also be CV
controlled by the FUNCTION EOC via
jumper on the board.

←→ NORMALLED CONNECTIONS:
MIX IN A ← 5-STEP VARI INPUT
MIX IN A ← ADSR ENVELOPE
MIX IN B ← PRIMARY OSC VARI IN
MIX IN B ← TRIANGLE LFO
SWITCH CV ← FUNCTION EOC (if
jumper is in place)
VB.SW BUTTON NOT PRESSED:
MIX A → MULT IN
MIX B → VARI OUT
VB.SW BUTTON PRESSED:
MIX A → VARI OUT
MIX B → MULT IN
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TIPS & TRICKS
FUNCTION AS AN OSCILLATOR

SEQUENTIAL CV MODULATION

Set the FUNCTION RANGE button to
Oscillator mode and CYCLE to on, apply
pitch CV to FREQ and FUNCTION OUT to
the EXT.IN of the OSC MIX SECTION.
Slowly turn up the EXT.IN attenuator and
listen to a third oscillator being added to
the secondary oscillator signal path.
Apply a CV signal to ATTACK and DECAY to
change the shape of the waveform.

Use an external sequencer to control
EUPHORIA´s PITCH and GATE inputs. Sync
the internal sequencers by patching a
clock or trigger signal from the external
sequencer to the PULSE INPUT. Patch the
SEQUENTIAL VOLTAGES OUTPUTS to a CV
destination of your choice (make sure the
sequencer Cvs are calibrated to output
higher voltages).

FUNCTION AS A LOW-PASS
FILTER

FOLD CV AS VCA

Connect any audio signal to the IN jack.
Set the RANGE button to oscillator mode.
Control ATTACK and DECAY via CV.

Both FOLD.A.CV and FOLD.B.CV of the
SECONDARY OSCILLATOR can be used to
fully eliminate each FOLD signal. Patch an
envelope to these jacks and adjust the
corresponding CV attenuverters.

FUNCTION DISTORTION
Connect any audio signal to the IN jack.
Use ATTACK or DECAY as an output.

FUNCTION WITH SUSTAIN
Patch a GATE singal to IN and adjust
ATTACK AND DECAY. Patch OUT to the CV
destintation of your choice.

CV ENVELOPE
The internal ADSR envelope is not CV
controllable. But you can use the
FUNCTION generator as CV AD envelope.
Take the TRIG signal from the 5-STEP
sequencer and connect it to FUNCTION
TRIG. Connect the OUT signal to PRIMARY
LPG CV. Now both LPGs are controlled by
the FUNCTION generator. Connect a
dummy cable or another CV to
SECONDARY LPG CV IN to disconnect or
control the SECONDARY LPG by another
CV source. Use the ATTACK and DECAY or
FREQ INPUTS of FUNCTION to CV control
the FUNCTION ENVELOPE.
Use the VARI BREAKOUT BOARD to patch
the now unused ADSR ENVELOPE from the
VB.IO socket.

DC VCA AS AN ATTENUATOR
Connect a CV signal to the DC.IN jack,
take the signal from the OUT jack and
adjust its level with the LVL.CV knob. You
don't necessarily need a CV signal to
control the VCA level, as it is fully open
by default.
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…TO BE CONTINUED!
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